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APPRENTICESHIP

IDENTIFY LEADERS
     
 Seeing the freedom of Jesus extended through the 
multiplication of new disciples is where the need for leadership 
becomes most evident. Since one leader can only empower a 
limited number of people, identifying future leaders is the first 
critical step to begin the apprenticeship process.
     

Recognizing Leaders
     
 In Acts 14:23 we see that the Apostle Paul “appointed 
elders for them in every church”. In Titus 1:5 he tells Titus to 
“appoint elders in every town.” The word “appointed” plays a 
critical role in our understanding of leadership development. Since 
discipleship was central to the church’s life, this statement tells us 
that all leaders had to do was look for evidence of leadership at 
work in a person’s life. Appointing leaders based off potential is 
not only a guess, it’s dangerous. So like the leaders of old, look for 
past and present performance as you make decisions on who to 
apprentice or who to appoint.
     
 If you want to gain clarity on who may be a future leader, 
ask yourself the following: “If I had to step away from leading 
[whatever it is you’re leading], to whom would I most readily 
entrust this ministry?”
     

TRAIN LEADERS
     
 Jesus provides the best example for us when it comes 
to training leaders. He not only knew those who entered the 
apprenticeship, but those being apprenticed by Him knew what 
this work entailed. It meant having the opportunity to learn by 
doing. Below is a glimpse at what this can look like in your context.
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Apprentice Wiring
     
 Understanding we “have been crucified with Christ,” and 
the life we live now we live is “hidden” in Him, we can be sure that 
any ministry in our lives is simply a ministry of Jesus expressing 
Himself through us (Gal 2; Eph 4; Col 3). This said, we want to help 
people look at the ministry Jesus is expressing in and through their 
life; we want to equip them with a better understanding of the 
desires and passions He has bestowed on them. 
     

Apprentice Expectation
     
 In Matthew 4:19 Jesus said, “Follow Me and I will make you 
fishers of men.” It’s evident Jesus’ expectation for the disciples was 
made clear to them from day one. After you have called people 
who have shown a desire to lead, help them understand what will 
be required of them during this apprenticeship.
     

Apprentice Development
     
 You can teach ideas in a classroom, but true training 
happens on-the-job. Apprentices must have regular opportunities 
to lead so they can practice what they’re learning. Whoever you 
are apprenticing, ask yourself a few practical questions:

• What on their plate do they need to drop (doing more 
often requires doing less)?

• When will you pause (3rd Space) to press into how 
they’re doing and what they’re learning?

• How will you involve them in the work so they can 
become competent in it?

 Applying intentionality to these simple things affords you 
the ability to train leaders IN ministry rather than FOR ministry. 
Best of all, it’s an approach that is reproducible because new 
leaders will know from personal experience how to apprentice the 
next generation.

RELEASE LEADERS

 When Erwin McManus described movement, he stated: 
“Movement (momentum) is the mass of an object multiplied by 
its velocity: movement = mass x velocity.” As a people who have 
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the opportunity to make disciples, you want to be committed to 
releasing a mass of people with the velocity needed to touch every 
man, woman, and child. In their book Exponential, the Ferguson 
brothers offered 4 Reproducing Principles to help:

1. Reproducing needs low-control and high-accountability.

2. Reproducing is proactive, not reactive.

3. Reproducing is not about size, it’s about leader readiness.

4. Reproducing happens on the edge and at the center of what 
you’re doing.

          
 To champion these principles well, here are a few practical 
things to keep in mind:
     

Health Comes First 

 If a leader is not healthy--based on the signs of faith--wait 
to send them out. Don’t allow good theology, theory, strategy, or 
even a charismatic personality be the sign for “Go”. Instead, allow 
them time to learn what God is teaching them in this season. 
     

Delegate Authority, Not Responsibility 

 Leaders cannot fully develop unless they are able to own 
the role into which God has invited them. When we delegate 
responsibility, we create managers. When we delegate authority, 
we get leaders.
     

PERSONAL NOTE: For over a decade I (Russ) wondered if our 
(leadership teams I’ve led) hesitation to delegate authority to new 
leaders was the greatest man-made barrier to participating in the 
greater work Jesus was doing in the church. The reason for this 
hesitation was always: “There has to be accountability.”  
   
I think the New Testament is a shining example that we can have 
authority without accountability (see Paul in 2 Corinthians 8). If it’s 
your name you fear could be misused, or perhaps the non-profit 
covering you provide, set it up where those things can be removed 
if needed. After all, Jesus has proven Himself sovereign for over 
2,000+ years of Church history, and He will guide the leaders you 
send out just as He has done with you. Again, the heart is for the 
spread of the gospel through a multitude of new works that meet 
people where they stand today. These new works need a multitude 
of new leaders, not managers. So delegate authority. Without it, 
they cannot lead.
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Celebrate! 

 Multiplication is not a divorce! It is the birth of something 
new, so celebrate it. When you send leaders out to make disciples 
on their own, let the sending family  throw a party for everyone. 
This will encourage those who leave, those who stay, and point 
newcomers to the work of Jesus in the community. Bottom line: 
you get what you celebrate. Start by asking yourself:
     

• To build a culture of celebration, what can we celebrate 
now?

• How can we be intentional in building a culture of 
celebration for the future?

Keep on Coaching 

 A new leader is sent out because they are ready to lead. 
However, just because they are ready to lead doesn’t mean they 
won’t need someone to come alongside them for a season. So like 
the Apostle Paul with Timothy, be intentional as to where, when, 
and how you will touch base with those you send out.

• Do you have anyone to coach at this time? If so, when and 
where can you create a 3rd Space to do so?


